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Founders' Note
Consider The Ecopedia as DAIS' personal megaphone:

a device that amplifies students' voices on pressing

environmental issues.  During this pandemic, we truly

introspect on our relationship with the earth and its

plethora of  lifeforms. In fact, the highlights of most of

our quarantines are when the sky acts a bright blue

canvas with purple and pink hues streaked across it.

One of the many learnings of this pandemic has to be

the detrimental effect that we humans have on our

ecosystems. While everyone is restricted to their

homes, the ozone layer is beginning to rebuild itself,

animals are venturing into new territories and the air

is feeling purer than ever before. Cognisant of this

progress, we feel all the more responsible for ensuring

that this natural charm is preserved for future

generations. For our first edition, we decided to open

the floor to you all, or rather, hand the megaphone to

you, on a topic each of us hold close to our hearts: The

Ocean. We hope you enjoy!
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It is common knowledge and a matter of significant concern for everyone that the COVID-19

pandemic has had devastating impacts on jobs and the economy world over. The International

Monetary Fund (IMF) estimates that the global economy will shrink by around 3 per cent in 2020,

perpetuating the steepest slowdown since the Great Depression of 1930. The dramatic improvement

in our environment seems to be our very own silver lining in an otherwise dark cloud. Factories,

transport, vehicles and aviation all ground to a halt as the pandemic spread decreasing carbon

emissions, and improving the quality of air. Even one of India’s most polluted cities–Ghaziabad– has

seen a remarkable 85.1% reduction in particulate matter concentration.

The oceans, much like other ecosystems, have observed the positive impact of the industrial

slowdown. Factories that released the bulk of sewage and toxic liquid waste untreated in pre-COVID

times are now operating at a far lower capacity, thereby reducing untreated waste being dumped

into the oceans. In addition to this, the pandemic has led to a significant slowdown in shipping

worldwide, minimising maritime pollution and facilitating marine health.

Despite this undeniable advantage,   a dramatic increase in plastic usage has

taken a large step-back. On estimation, COVID-19 has engendered a global use

of 129 billion face-masks and 65 billion gloves every month. This, aided by an

overall rise in single-use plastic, mostly from the packaging, has made our

goal of creating a sustainable world a more distant dream. In developing

countries, a lot of this waste is not effectively managed and eventually finds its

way to the oceans. Moreover, recycling programs– popularly viewed as ‘non-

essential’ – are some of the first to bear the brunt of economic cuts. 

Despite some initially sunny conditions for the environment, economic

activity will be slow to recover. Desperate to enhance economic activities,

many governments would relax regulatory measures (that restrict industries

from polluting), thereby casting a dark shadow over our goal of a brighter

future. The US Government was one of the first states to relax restrictions on

oil drilling in the ecologically fragile Arctic regions. Many more such measures

can be expected to be seen, and it will require the collective will of the people,

the untiring efforts of climate activists and perhaps even the intervention of

Courts to ensure that economic recovery, vital that it is, is not at the cost of

dealing a death blow to our already damaged environment.

OCEANS & COVID-19
Ananya Mukerjee

Photography by Prisha Mangat 



Good morning Mr. Mawalde. Firstly, we’d like to know what drew you to the oceans in the first place?

Hey! I began my journey with beach clean ups in the year 2016. I was going through a low point in my

life and wanted to keep myself busy. That was when I heard about Afroz Shah on social media and

started following him. For a few months I would like and retweet his posts until, one day, I decided I

needed to do more than just “couch activism”. That’s how I landed up at Versova beach for a clean-up

on October 1, 2016. That’s when my journey began; I decided to spread my love for the oceans and

draw attention to the issue of plastic pollution. 

How do you think being in such close contact with the plastic pollution issue during your beach

cleanups has impacted your environmental activism? 

When I first started cleaning beaches, I realised how much garbage was actually thrown on to our

shores by the sea. Now, I do beach clean ups around the world wherever I go, even if I’m abroad for a

holiday. In fact, my wife and I were even cleaning beaches on our honeymoon in the Philippines! It’s

become such an important part of my life that carrying my beach clean-up gloves whenever I travel

has become a norm for me. 

You mentioned your wife participating in beach clean-

ups with you… Is this a shared interest?

So, my wife Nupur and I met and fell in love while

cleaning Versova beach. Our mutual love for the oceans

helped us understand each other better, and we knew

that eco consciousness and sustainable living would be

at the top of our list when looking for our future life

partners. That’s why we decided to have an eco friendly

wedding. With every minute detail, like refusing to use

plastic bags, to planting trees prior to our wedding to

make it carbon neutral, to arranging electric cars to

ferry guests from the hotels to the venue, we did as

much as we could to make our wedding as green as

possible.

That’s so inspiring! Could you also shed light on the

notion that many people hold, which is that activities

like beach-cleaning are pointless, because more

garbage is thrown there the next day?

Well, beach cleaning is not a solution to plastic

pollution, but it invokes a change in the lives of people

around you. Thanks to beach cleaning drives, today we

have a regulation which prohibits the sale of single use

ban in place today. Many companies are now

compelled to make their packaging more sustainable

because of environmental regulations put in place by

their government. This would not be possible without

the incessant yet required pressure from citizens.

Interview with Ashwin Mawalde, an environmentalist so dedicated to
his green lifestyle, he had an eco-friendly wedding!

Malvika Murkumbi and Shanaya Piramal
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Thaler. Sunstein. The human psyche. If the first thing you thought of isn’t

the dynamic underwater ecosystem, you probably aren’t alone. So, what

makes rational consumption influential within oceanic realms? In a

world where a frightening 87% of all fisheries are overexploited daily, the

only ones that can bear responsibility for this staggering statistic is the

human race. The solution to these unsustainable practices is rooted in

our unquenching thirst (cognitive biases, if you will) for monetary gain.

The only language our world of vices speaks is profit – and that’s exactly

how we can save the oceans and the fisheries.

Commoditization is the defining factor of the enterprising human

mindset. A fishery is the embodiment of this commoditization - it is a

place where fish are reared and bred for commercial purposes. As

fisheries proliferate, the possibility of entire ecosystems being degraded

grows. This leads to the depletion of fish stocks, which results in

economic losses as fishers lose their livelihoods. In fact, catch shares may

be the only light at the end of the ever-dimming tunnel of human hope.

Catch shares are fishery management systems that maximise consumer

and producer surplus in the fishery industry. These share policies

redefine fishing quotas, changing the inequitable blanket percentage

cap to a variable based on historical catch data. Essentially, quotas are

determined not by the number of fish caught but by the net profit after

taxation. 

Unhealthy competition in fisheries impacts the environment due

to the human tendency to exploit all resources. Fish cannot

repopulate. Reefs die. Species risk extinction. Here’s where

behavioural economics comes into play. Fishermen can be given

quotas representative of their locality's total market. They can

then be incentivised to fish within that limit. The satisfaction or

“utility'' they derive from this process stems from the catch share

given to them by local authorities, which will be more than

enough to supplement family life at the market price. Prices and

fish populations are thus unlikely to collapse.

The red snapper fishery of the Gulf of Mexico, where catch shares

were first implemented, is home to one of the world’s greatest

policy successes. Boats that initially struggled saw a 60% increase

in their daily catch, while conserving fish stock. Why? Because of

the reduced competition and greater share of sales amongst

fishermen within the community. The volatility of breaking even

was eradicated. This system rewards the stewardship of marine

resources and can be easily scaled. 

Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish

and you feed him for a lifetime. Give him an incentivized nudge

and you can change the world.

Deep Dive into the Fishery Industry
Yash Fadia 
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The coastal ecosystems of the world, simply put, are areas where land and ocean meet. These narrow areas

are some of the most dynamic collections of physical systems, with the multitudes of flora and fauna. In fact,

estuaries– saltwater and freshwater mix– support a diverse range of plants, animals and insects by providing a

conducive environment for growth. The marine ecosystem, meanwhile, encompasses all territories with salt

water, from the seashores to the depths of the ocean bed.   Due to the presence of salt water, the coastal

ecosystem can be considered a subset of the marine ecosystem. 

India has one of the world’s longest coastlines, with over 7,500 kilometres of the peninsula being exposed to

the crashing tides everyday. Subsequently, it is filled with a variety of coastal ecosystems, ranging from

mangroves to estuaries and seagrass meadows to salt marshes, each home to a biologically diverse

population. These coastal ecosystems provide considerable benefits to both the living community and

climate near them. The roots of trees in the coastal ecosystems anchor the soil, preventing excess sediments

from floating out to the oceans and saltwater bodies. The coastal ecosystems help filter out pollutants and

particulate matter, protecting aquatic life in the oceans. In this way, coastal ecosystems are invaluable for

marine life.  

However, everything is not as blithe as it may seem. In developing countries, like India, the rapid urbanisation

of coasts to secure better job opportunities, primarily endangers the coastal ecosystems of these countries. As

the first frontier for the oceans, they are susceptible to various irresponsible actions at the hands of

humankind.  

India’s coastal management system is not merely ineffective; it is practically non-existent. Though provisions

made in the National Environmental Policy in 2006, are yet to be vigorously enforced, governments tend to

neglect these coastal ecosystems. Instead, they push for their destruction, not fully recognising the potential

for environmental benefit on the community. In Mumbai, for example, between 1991 and 2001, 9,000 acres of

mangroves (nearly 40% of the total population) were destroyed to make way for coastal development.

Between January and July in 2019 alone, there were 50 cases of mangrove encroachment in Mumbai, a

warning sign of things to come. Sewage which is mindlessly dumped into rivers and streams can be very

harmful to aquatic ecology. Due to a lack of technology and funds to pay for sewage processing and

treatment, more and more of this filthy sewage begins to flow into the coastal habitats, disturbing its

ecological balance.  

The impact humans have on oceans, without even realising it, is a cause for pollution and destruction of the

marine ecosystem all over the globe. Oceans cover over 70% of the earth’s surface and any harm caused to

this massive ecological habitat. India alone, with its massive population, can either contribute to the rapid

decay of the oceans’ biodiversity or help protect it through intelligent management and preservation of the

coastal areas. Our country can have a massive impact on this vital aspect of our environment.

India's Coastal Ecosystems
Jash Bhatia

Photography by Krish Bajaj



Despite the growing size of the industry, very little has been

done to regulate the massive amounts of waste these ‘floating

cities’ produce. Apart from CO2 emissions, ships operated by

the company Carnival emit, around the coast of Europe, more

sulfur dioxide than all the cars of the continent combined

(sulfur dioxide is one of the primary causes for acid rain). In the

last three decades, the industry paid over 100 million USD in

fines - and that’s just for illegal dumping. 

All three of the major companies operate out of Florida,

Miami. However, due to a specific subset of law known as

‘maritime law’ they are allowed to register their ships in

whichever country they choose. Both Norwegian and the

Royal Caribbean are registered in the Bahamas, while

carnival is registered as a Panamanian company. This

loophole in the law allows them to adhere to much weaker

Environment and Labour laws - laws that don’t persecute

the huge amounts of food waste, cargo residue, cleaning

agents or animal carcasses.

Cruises are becoming an incredibly popular part of the enormous tourism industry. They’re

convenient, luxurious and have an all-ages appeal. Recently, they have branched out into a variety of

‘themed’ cruises; everything, from Disney to Bob Marley to widower’s bingo cruises are available in the

market.

The cruise industry market is worth almost 50 billion USD, and is dominated by three big companies

that collectively make up around 80% of the shares. Norwegian cruise line, the Royal Caribbean

International and the Carnival Co-operation.   These companies market and operate thousands of

cruises every year, with huge capacities for passengers. As a result, they emit, per passenger, 4 times

the Carbon Dioxide that planes do. 

Most frighteningly, oil pollution from the shipping industry is considered to be the main reason for the

increased level of marine pollution. Cruise ships, huge in size compared to other vessels, end up

burning more heavy fuel oil, one of the dirtiest fossil fuels available in the market. This oil contains

dangerous levels of sulfur and heavy metals etc. It is estimated that the cruise ships use, on average,

150 tons of heavy fuel oil every day. With the bilge oil mixing with oceanic water, the use of this oil

causes serious marine pollution. Faulty engine system and improper repair work are two areas

through which oil could leak and mix with the oceanic water. Collisions and accidents also act as a

reason for such oil pollution. Often oil spills are simply covered up by the power, monopolistic

corporations that own the vessels, and they are neither cleaned up nor reported to local authorities. As

a result, local marine ecosystems and water can be poisoned for years before anything is done about

them. 

Marine tourism, like any other large-scale industry, has its share of problems, However, it is the blatant

irresponsibility of governments, loopholes in the law and a rising growth of passengers that is quickly

making cruises one of the biggest causes of oceanic pollution.

THE REAL COST OF THE CRUISE INDUSTRY
Treya Agarwal
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Blackfish :
IMDB:8.2/10
Rotten Tomatoes: 98%
Available to watch on  Prime Video 
Summary: The story of Tilikum, a captive
killer whale that has taken the lives of
several people, underscores problems
within the sea-park industry, man's
relationship to nature, and how little has
been learned about these highly intelligent
mammals.

Chasing coral :
IMDB: 8.1/10
Rotten tomatoes: 100%
Available on Netflix
Summary: Coral reefs around the world are
vanishing at an unprecedented rate. A team of
divers, photographers and scientists set out on
a thrilling ocean adventure to discover why and
to reveal the underwater mystery to the world.

Mission blue : 
IMDB: 8.0/10
Rotten tomatoes: 85%
Available on Netflix
Summary: Feature documentary about
legendary oceanographer, marine biologist,
environmentalist and National Geographic
Explorer-in-Residence Sylvia Earle , and her
campaign to create a global network of
protected marine sanctuaries.

Podcasts Instagram 
Wild Oceans
Available on Apple Podcasts
Summary: Oceans cover 71 percent of the
Earth's surface. Earth Touch's underwater
crew is telling the stories of the deep blue -
one extraordinary dive at a time.

@seethroughsea
@oceanholic_life
@whalesnation
@orcadiveclub - orcapedia
@greenmyna

Media Recommendations 

Sea of shadows: 
IMDB: 7.2/10
Rotten Tomatoes: 98%
Available to watch on Prime Video
Summary: Following undercover investigators,
environmentalists, journalists, and the Mexican
Navy on their desperate effort to rescue the
Earth's smallest whale - the Vaquita - from
extinction and bring an international crime
syndicate to justice.

Documentaries 
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Guess The Dolphin Breed

1 2

3 4

5

Pilot Whale,
Pacific White-sided Dolphin,
Common/Atlantic Bottle-nosed
Dolphin
Spinner Dolphin
Common Dolphin 

Answers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The animal you see first is your spirit animal 


